
on good authority that at the present time at least half a

dozen universities are seeking men to devote their time
entirely to pharmacology; in some full professorships
are offered. But in most cases these schools are unable to
offer a sufficient salary or satisfactory facilities for work
to make the positions attractive, although a more serious
difficulty is that there are at present so few men who
have had the long and expensive training necessary to
qualify them for such work.

The professor of pharmacology should not practice
medicine or patent his discoveries; the latter practice,
recently suggested by an eminent physician, is productive
of much harm, as is well known to those familiar with
the history of certain new drugs. He should, however,
be given a "living salary," as is already quite generally
provided, by the best medical schools, for the professors
of physiology, anatomy and pathology. He should not
be expected to make a great discovery every year; the
medical profession in all its existence has discovered
scarcely more than a score of valuable remedies. If a
man in his entire life can make a single contribution,
such as the physiologists made in their discovery of the
action of suprarenal gland extracts, he has not worked
in vain.

SOME PRACTICAL FEATURES OF PROTEIN
METABOLISM.

In view of the well-established fact that the chief
source of heat and energy of the animal body, whether
active or at rest, is in the carbohydrates and fats, the
relatively considerable amount of protein food that is
absolutely demanded by the body is a matter of consid-
erable interest. It is also striking that the laying up in
the body of proteins is, save in the growing young, ac-

complished only under exceptionalconditions, and that
the body seems to have no such place of storage for
proteins as it has for the fats and carbohydrates. The
amount of breaking down and building up of tissue cells
that we can detect seems to be far too small to account
for the amount of protein that is required, and yet so

far as we know thisisthe only purpose for which pro-
teins are indispensable. On the basis of his extensive
observations on proteid composition and protein met-
abolism Abderhalden1 has advanced numerous interest-
ing suggestions concerning the career of the proteins of
the food during digestion and assimilation that seem to
furnish an explanation of these processes and also many
other features of protein digestion and assimilation.

We know that the characteristics of different cells and
tissues depend chiefly or solely on their proteins, and
the proteins in turn differ from one another in the pro¬
portion of the various constituent amino-acids that they
contain. Each class of animals has cellular proteins and
blood proteins specific for its own kind, as shown by
precipitin tests, and it is possible that the proteins of

1. Centralb. f. die ges. Physiol. u. Pathol. des Stoffwechsels,
1906, i, 225 and 497.

every individual differ in some respect from those of
every other individual. Consequently, the conversion
of the multitudinous varieties of proteins taken with the
food into the constant proteins of the individual cells
must require a most complete reconstruction of the food
proteins. That the animal organism does succeed in
performing this sort of reconstruction is shown, not
only by every-day experience, but more exactly by the
following experiment: A horse had its serum albumin,
which contains but 1.5 per cent, of glutaminic acid, re¬

duced to the lowest possible amount by repeated bleed¬
ings during a period of fasting', and then was allowed
to regenerate the lost protein on a diet in which the sole
protein constituent was gliadin, which contains about 36
per cent, of glutamic acid; yet it was found that the
new-formed serum albumin contained no more glutamic
acid than did the original substance.

The process of protein metabolism seems to begin with
the following steps: In the intestine the proteins are

split into their elementary constituents, the amino-acids,
through the action not only of the trypsin, but especially
by the erepsin of the intestinal mucosa. These amino-
acids are resynthesized into proteins, and it seems prob¬
able that this process is accomplished by the cells of the
intestinal wall, and the proteins resulting are those that
are found in the blood serum. Now since the serum

proteins have a very definite composition, which is very
different from that of the food proteins, it is apparent
that the organism can not utilize all the amino-acids
liberated from the food-stuffs in the formation of serum

proteins. To illustrate, take the case of the horse in the
experiment just cited : Serum albumin of the horse
contains about 1.50 per cent, of glutamic acid and 20
per cent, of leucin, whereas the vegetable protein, glia¬
din, contains 36 per cent, of glutamic acid and but about
6 per cent, of leucin; therefore, in the conversion of this
vegetable protein into serum albumin a quantity of the
former liberating enough leucin to supply this element
to 100 grams of serum albumin would provide an excess
of over 100 grams of glutamic acid. The excessive
amino-acids that are furnished in this way by the food,
and which can not be used by the organism for the build¬
ing up of his own type of proteins are, it is believed, de¬
prived of their nitrogen by the action of certain (desa-
midizing) enzymes, and the non-nitrogenous residue may
then be available for furnishing heat and energy.

By this means the cells are provided by the blood with
protein supplies of practically constant composition, and,
as Abderhalden suggests, the intestinal wall may be
looked on as the guardian of the chemical specificity of
the individual. In this case it is easy to imagine that
the intestinal wall might, under certain conditions, be
unable properly to synthesize serum proteins, and from
this might result serious disturbances in general metab¬
olism; but significant facts are not yet accumulated to
warrant this and many other hypotheses that suggest
themselves. It can be readily seen from the above de-
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scription of the formation of serum protein, however,
why the animal organism requires so much protein food,
for it can only utilize of a given protein just such a pro¬
portion of the amino-acids as can be formed into body
proteins; and hence if a certain food protein contains
very much less of a single amino-acid than does the
blood serum protein, only a small correspondingly
amount of its other amino-acids can be utilized for the
building up of tissue elements. It is also possible that
there is a similar selective synthesis when the serum

proteins are utilized by the different cells of the body,
since the proteins of these cells contain proportions of
the various amino-acids different from those of the
serum proteins. These statements show a source of
error that has existed in ordinary metabolism experi¬
ments and in the attempts that have been made to fix
on the proper amount of protein food necessary in the
human dietary, for it is evident that not all proteins
can have the same value to the animal organism and,
furthermore, their value can not be determined by their
nitrogen content. A protein that yields very little serum

proteins when its amino-acids are resynthesized in the
intestinal wall can not replace in equivalent amounts a

protein that yields amino-acids in more nearly the same

proportion in which they are found in serum proteins.
It is indeed strange that this source of error has not

been better appreciated, for physiologists have long
known of a classical example of this kind in gelatin,
which, because of its deficiency in two amino-acids, tyro-
sin and phenylalanin, can not supply the nitrogen de¬
mands of the individual, no matter in how large an

amount it is given. From a substance like gelatin, en¬

tirely deficient in certain essential amino-acids, to such
proteins as gliadin which contain excessive quantities
of one amino-acid at the expense of others equally valu¬
able to the animal economy, is but a difference in de¬
gree, and yet this important matter has not entered into
our calculations in studies of metabolism. Also we meet
with further evidence of the undesirability of a purely
vegetable diet, for the vegetable proteins generally pre¬
sent much greater deviations in composition from serum

proteins than do the animal proteins, and hence a dietary
containing a proper amount of nitrogen in the form of
animal proteins could only be replaced by a vegetable
diet with a considerably greater proportion of protein
nitrogen. The advantages of a mixed diet, containing
proteins of varying composition, is also apparent, for
the deficiencies in certain amino-acids of one protein
may be replaced by a relative excess of the same amino-
acids in some other protein. So, too, the new-born in¬
fant receives in its mother's milk proteins adapted to
transformation into serum proteins with the least pos¬
sible waste of nitrogenous material and the least pos-
lible waste of metabolic energy ; when it is fed on cow's
milk the amount of waste nitrogen probably becomes
somewhat greater, and when it receives vegetable pro¬
teins there is thrown on its intestinal wall unusual du-

ties in the way of destroying amino-acids that can not
be utilized—a fact that may well be of clinical signifi¬
cance.

MUNICIPAL SANITATION.
Such sanitation as is based on well-formulated prin¬

ciples is really "the baby in the family of sciences." It
was born, in fact, with Pasteur's demonstration that
germs are the essential causes of infections, and with his
declaration that it is within human power to banish
all parasitic diseases from the face of the earth. Since
his pronouncements the sanitation of large communities
has been well-nigh revolutionized, as one may be con¬

vinced by Henry Jephson's superb work1 on "The Sani¬
tary Evolution of London," whose history in this respect
is typical of every modern city.

Jephson recounts the memorable meeting held in 1850
to discuss how the dreadful and steadily increasing
death rate of London could be checked. On this occa¬
sion Charles Dickens declared he knew of many places
in that city which were "unsurpassed in the accumulated
horrors of their long neglect by the dirtiest old towns
under the worst old governments in Europe." It was

no uncommon thing to find three or four families styed
together in a room less than twelve feet square, when few
houses had sewerage, and fewer still had a water sup¬
ply, and even this was from the contaminated Thames.
At this meeting there were those who actually had the
temerity to declare that landlords should introduce
water and sewer pipes into their houses and make their
premises decently clean. It outraged the British sense

of fair play that a man should be compelled to reduce
the income from his property, even if tenants were dying
off through his neglect. Since that memorable meeting
the gains made in municipal sanitary science have been
very encouraging. Truly, even now "vested interests,"
often backed in the ghastliest way by ecclesiastical influ¬
ences, fight bitterly against the most righteous and hu¬
mane reforms. Many compromises have still to be made
with "disease, dirt and the devil;" temporary expe¬
dients require to be resorted to until public opinion will
permit radical and really adequate measures.

Nevertheless, despite all these deterrents, sanitary
science may well be proud of her achievements. Epi¬
demics which used to be so fatal and so widespread are
now known only by tradition. The problems of supply¬
ing food and pure water and of removing waste are

being met on a prodigious scale. Municipal authorities
are insisting on wholesome milk and are penalizing cul¬
prits in this regard. The spread of tuberculosis is being
markedly checked by means of the registration of cases
which health departments require. Tenement house
departments are bringing about reforms which are hu¬
manitarian in the loftiest sense of the term.

We find modern cities crowded to-day in a way quite
unprecedented; statistics show, for instance, that New

1. Published by T. F. Unwin, London.
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